
 
 

 
 

 

Monday Makes: Create Like Corita 
For ages 5+ 

 
Left: with love to the everyday miracle (1967), Sister Corita Kent 

Right: the dark (1983), Sister Corita Kent 

 
This week we’ve been inspired by the work of artist, illustrator and educator Sister Corita 

Kent to get creative with words, colour and collage! 

 
See: The above prints by Sister Corita and take a look at more of her work online: 

corita.org. Then take a look at what materials you have around the house that could 

create the same colourful, text-filled look. Felt pens, paints, coloured paper, old 

magazines and food packaging can all be used to create an impact. 

Think: About words that mean a lot to you and how you might use them to make a visual 

poem. Or you could cut words out from old magazines, put them in a bag, and then 

pull out about 8 or 10 at random. Keep these words to use on your artwork or create 

your own font.  

Make: Your artwork using your materials. Play around with what you have, layer them up 

and remember there is no right or wrong way to make. Like Sister Corita Kent would 

say: “Consider everything as an experiment”. Cut, stick, hand draw, make layers, 

have words going backwards, up and down or all over the place and add plenty of 

colour. 

Do: Admire what you’ve made. Hold it high like a banner or hang it on the wall. However 

you display it, don’t forget to take a picture of your artwork and share it with us 

online using #DCAmakes. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Create Like Corita 
Step-by-step 
 
What you’ll need: 

 Paper 

 Collage materials (Magazines, newspapers, coloured paper and patterned paper all 
work well) 

 Scissors 

 Glue or tape (No glue? Make some at home: wikihow.com/Make-Glue) 

 Coloured pens, pencils or crayons 
 
Step 1 

Gather together your materials and sort through your collage materials. Have a look for 

different colours and patterns to use for your background. Make some piles of similar 

colours. 

 

Step 2 

Play around with different combinations to create your background. Once you’re happy with 

how it looks, go ahead and stick it down. 

https://www.wikihow.com/Make-Glue


 
 

 
 

 

Step 3 

Start thinking about words and what message would you like your Corita-inspired collage to 

say. Which words are important to you? Is it a poem, or a collection of words that are 

similar, or a phrase from your daily life? Advertising slogans often have messages that you 

can adapt or change. Make it funny or serious but make sure it’s bold and colourful. 

 

Step 4 

You can also add additional slogans, messages and words in your own font. Simply cut out 

letters from coloured paper and stick them down or write straight onto your background. 

Once you’re happy, display it for all to see and share with us online using #DCAmakes. 


